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Its a wave-table synth plugin that can seem intimidating at first, but so can most synths.. The great thing about massive, too, is if
youre a Maschine or Komplete Kontrol user, it seemlessly integrates with the hardware.. And if you want to make your own
sounds, Serum lets you import your own audio to create custom wavetables to base your sound on.
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Its not very easy or intuitive to create your own Nexus sounds, but the pre-made patches it comes with.. Seeing other people use
the synth (and learning how many producers out there actually use this thing) inspired me.. I first heard about this synth way
back in the day from a producer friend I tried it a few times and thought it was cool, but nothing crazy.. Some of those synths
ARE very intimidating, but there are some great tutorials on what each of the knobsfadersetc do.
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And there are a ton of expansions available on the manufacturers site (Refx) But if youre wondering why you should get it if
you already have Massive its because it sounds sick.. The 4 oscillators (the things that make the sounds) are coupled with 2
filters and a bunch of onboard effects you can use to bring your sounds to life. Download free usb to ps2 converter driver for
mac os x
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